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"Nothing shall be impossible." 



Saint Thomas Health, one of the largest health systems in Middle Tennessee, chose BOHAN to develop a fresh 

new positioning that would help unify five separate facilities under one brand name, platform and culture. 

And they wanted an integrated campaign with the power to position the system as a health care leader in the 

region with a very different mission. Last spring, we launched our first campaign for Saint Thomas, taking a 

distinctly “un-healthcare” approach designed to communicate authentically the unique culture and benefits of 

this health system, and to demonstrate how their faith-based approach drives the system to achieve the best 

possible performance and outcomes possible for patients and families, regardless of the size of their wallet or 

their insurance status.

 

“Nothing shall be impossible.”

The platform was derived from a passage in the Book of Luke, and is designed to encompass the emotions 

of hope and resolve found throughout the Saint Thomas healthcare system for all of its internal and external 

constituents.

Great care was taken to execute the campaign with the same genuine spirit and authenticity that 

characterizes the high level of expertise and compassion we observed consistently in the discovery phase of 

our relationship with Saint Thomas. Faith here is not something that is exploited, pushed, preached or over-

served here, but for those who want it, it has proven a valuable addition to the hospitals’ curriculum of care.
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As such, we hired a nationally-known celebrity photographer, Jeremy Cowart, recognized for his assistance 

with specific causes around the globe that he believes in. We presented our discovery process findings and 

our campaign approach, and his response? “I’m humbled by the opportunity.” Interestingly enough, “For with 

God, nothing shall be impossible” was the same Bible verse Jeremy’s father quoted to him whenever times 

got tough in his own life or his career. Also, Jeremy’s brother died the week before our shoot - and instead 

of canceling or postponing the assignment, he says he saw the campaign as an opportunity to honor his 

brother’s life, and he used his brother’s camera equipment for all the photography as a tribute. He then spent 

two to three weeks shooting the real people, patients, physicians and staff candidly at all facilities. No actors 

and no artificial set-ups or staging were used in any of the stills shot for the initial launch. Every story features 

the real patients involved. We subsequently got permission from all portrait subjects after the fact in order to 

comply with HIPAA regulations. 

It was a bold move that has yielded bold results.

 

Within the first six months of the campaign, unaided recall of “Nothing Shall Be Impossible” was cited among 

14% of the system’s primary and secondary service areas. Message and brand association increased 20%. And 

overall brand preference rose 4%.

The campaign has also garnered numerous local, regional and national awards, including Best of Show honors 

in the Aster, Healthcare Advertising and PRISM healthcare PR awards, winning over 50 total awards in these 

shows. It also won 4 awards in the Hospital Marketing National Awards, including Best Overall Out-of-Home 

campaign; 2 inclusions in the Communication Arts Photography Annual; Golds and Judges’ Choice Awards in 

local and district ADDY Awards; and Golds in the national Cancer Awareness Awards.
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Best of all, the Saint Thomas internal staff has indeed been united by the system’s marketing efforts,

many of whom have said, “this reminds me why I got in this business in the first place.” 

And the community at large has rallied behind the campaign in remarkable ways. Some of the area’s 

professional sports players have used the “Nothing Shall Be Impossible” theme in their personal tweets related 

to game results. And one long-time local PR professional unassociated with BOHAN or our campaign said, “this 

is the best, most talked-about and most impactful marketing campaign this city has seen in the last 25 years.”

 

Our client also continues to receive hundreds of phone calls, emails and social media posts voicing 

overwhelming support for the campaign:

 - “I love that Saint Thomas has stepped out and showed its faith. I wish more businesses would take this   

 approach. Checking to see about changing some of my doctors...”

 - “I wanted to take the opportunity to tell you I am overwhelmed by NSBI! Driving through our city and    

 seeing the compelling and powerful messages have taken my breath away at times. Amazing work!!”

 - “@StThomasHealth you’ve got my attention! Marketing campaign around town is brilliant!     

 #commercials#billboards#movingstuff#hatsoff”
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•   Launch events within each facility to introduce the new platform to the internal community and  

 encourage acceptance and participation among internal audiences

*  Initial “teaser” launch of the NSBI line to build interest throughout the Nashville DMA one month  

 prior to campaign launch

*  TTraditional print media included 10 executions in multiple newspaper and magazine   

 publications, and 7 outdoor executions placed on 17 board locations across the DMA

• Non-traditional print and out-of-home channels included 2 bus wraps and advertising on

 6 bus benches, static and broadcast elements for cinema advertising on 20 screens across

 the DMA, banners and print touting Saint Thomas brand as event sponsors and    

 ambassadorship at Music City Marathon, Tennessee Titans and Nashville Craft Festival
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REBECCA CLIMER TALKS ABOUT NSBI

REBECCA CL IMER -  CL ICK HERE OR ON THE THUMBNAIL  TO V IEW V IDEO.

https://vimeo.com/131795625
https://vimeo.com/131795625
https://vimeo.com/131795625


THANK YOU 

FOR YOUR 

CONSIDERATION


